GIBSON STEREO-REVERB-TREMOLO GA-79RVT AMPLIFIER

The GA-79RVT is a true Stereo Amplifier having two completely independent channels with respective 15 watt power amplifiers. Each amplifier channel can be used independently by using the Stereo input jacks or they can be combined for 30 watt Monaural reproduction by moving the slide switch marked Stereo-Monaural to the Monaural position.

STEREO OPERATION

Place the slide switch marked Stereo-Monaural in the Stereo position.

If the Stereo instrument uses a special two conductor shield cable with a "Y" junction, place the plug associated with the Treble pick-up into either jack of channel No. 1 and the plug associated with the Bass pick-up into either jack of channel No. 2.

For instruments using two conductor shielded cable with single three circuit plugs on each end, place plug in center jack.

Set all controls as desired. The volume for each channel should be adjusted until the sound appears equal to the players ear. Tone control settings will affect the volume setting somewhat; therefore, the settings of the two volume controls will not necessarily be numerically identical.

MONOaural OPERATION

Place the slide switch marked Stereo-Monaural in the Monaural position. This places the two channels in parallel and combines the output of both channels. Monaural instruments can now be used in either channel.